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As the largest professional society dedicated to insolvency matters, the
American Bankruptcy Institute (ABI) provides bankruptcy professionals with
essential resources for business, networking, leadership development,
research and education.
Since 1982, members have counted on ABI to further their careers through
timely news and information, world-class continuing education
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Highlights of membership include:
Daily Bankruptcy News Headlines – Delivered
each morning to your inbox.
Volo – Summaries of new circuit court decisions
within 24 hours of their publication by the court.
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CLE
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for watching “E
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Opinions – Case summaries from U.S. Bankruptcy, District
and Circuit courts, provided by our partner, LexisNexis.
Bankruptcy Research Database – Including over a decade of articles,
case summaries, law reviews, conference materials, academic papers
and more.
ABI Journal – Monthly periodical that provides analysis of timely
insolvency topics.
Significant discounts on ABI conferences and publications (up to 30%!)
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Visit abi.org/join to
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Trends in Bankruptcies - Year-to-Date Filings by Liabilities
Filings by Companies with Liabilities between $100 million and $500 million up 47%
- This may reflect underlying changes in consumer purchasing behavior and companies access to
capital

Source:

Reorg-Research – “Reorg First Day”
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Trends in Bankruptcies - Year-to-Date Filings by Industry
Filings YTD 2017 compared to same period 2016
- Increase in Consumer Discretionary and Consumer Staples filings
- Continued stress in Financials and Healthcare filings
- Reduction in Energy filings

Source:

Reorg-Research – “Reorg First Day”
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Trends in Capital Markets – Leverage Loan Market Feverish?
Companies have issued approximately $568B in loans YTD 2017
- Total issuance in 2016 was $993B
- Issuance remains strong in Consumer Discretionary, Financials and Technology
FY 2016

YTD 2017
Consumer
Staples
5%

Utilities
3%

Industrials
6%

Consumer
Discretionary
21%

Energy
7%

Materials
8%
Financials
14%
Health Care
9%
Communications
13%

Source:

Technology
14%

Bloomberg
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Trends in Capital Markets – HY Bonds - Has the Tide Turned?
Companies have issued approximately $131B in HY Bonds YTD 2017
- Total issuance in 2016 was $243B
- Issuance has jumped in Materials and declined in Communications
FY 2016

YTD 2017
Utilities
2.2%

Utilities
3.5%

Consumer
Staples
Health 4.9%
Care
6.7%

Technology
4.8%
Consumer
Discretionary
17.9%

Technology
8.5%

Materials
19.6%

Industrials
6.1%
Health Care
7.1%

Communications
16.9%

Industrials
8.7%

Materials
9.8%

Financials
12.2%
Energy
10.8%

Source:

Consumer
Staples
4.7%

Consumer
Discretionary
17.0%

Communications
8.0%

Energy
13.7%
Financials
16.8%

Bloomberg
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Trends in Capital Markets – Has the Tide Turned?
Appetite for flexible interest rates and a step-up in seniority have fueled new issue activity
- Record high issuance of leveraged loans may have a negative impact on unsecured recoveries when
the cycle turns
Leveraged Loans

Total Amount Issued ($mm)
Source:

Number of Transactions

Bloomberg
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Trends in Capital Markets – Has the Tide Turned?
Appetite for flexible interest rates and a step-up in seniority have fueled new issue activity
- Record high issuance of leveraged loans may have a negative impact on unsecured recoveries when
the cycle turns
High-Yield Bonds

Total Amount Issued ($mm)
Source:

Number of Transactions

Bloomberg
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Industry Snapshot - Retail
Experts have identified retail as one of the most vulnerable sectors for 2017
- Possibly in response to 2016’s uptick in retail bankruptcies
- As consumers migrate to online purchases, retailers feel pressured to adopt omnichannel strategies
- Cost base is structurally difficult to adjust due to industry’s large real estate footprint
US Sectors Most Likely to Face Distress in 2017

Source:

Reorg-Research
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Industry Snapshot – YTD Retail Represents over $4B debt
Retail feels the pain of overcapacity
- Increasing use of 363 sales and liquidations to reduce brick and mortar store count
$ millions

Retail Chapter 11 Filings Post January 1, 2017

Vanity,
3/1

Notes: Cumulative for all filings, only filings with liabilities greater than $100 million listed in the table.
Source:
Reorg-Research

Confidential Discussion Materials
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Selected Bankruptcy Filings By Retail Segment (since 2014)
Specialty apparel and off-price retailers
have been hit the hardest in recent years
due to increased competition from
emerging ecommerce retailers and a
historically brick-and-mortar dominant
business structure

General Wireless dba

Note:

Companies Radioshack, Wet Seal, American Apparel, and Wet Seal, filed for bankruptcy twice since the start of 2014

Confidential Discussion Materials
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Industry Snapshot – REITs
REITs have underperformed as Yields have risen
- Many larger REITs managed to extend there maturity wall in the past 24 months
Rise in US 10YR Yield vs. iShare REIT (IYR)

IYR iShares REIT ETF
Source:

Yield US 10YR

CapitalIQ
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Industry Snapshot - Oil & Gas
Oil & Gas prices have stabilized around $50 and $3.25, respectively
- Providing visibility to future cash flows and leading to a reduction in filings in 2017
Oil & Gas Chapter 11 Filings

Total Debt Balance ($mm)
Note:

Number of Filings

Wall Street Research

Confidential Discussion Materials
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Industry Snapshot - Healthcare
Repeal of Affordable Care Act fuels uncertainty and Healthcare related filings
- Lack of visibility to future cash flows may impact companies access to capital

$ millions

Source:

Healthcare Chapter 11 Filings Post January 1, 2017

Reorg-Research
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Industry Snapshot - Healthcare
The incoming U.S. president’s campaign platform of repealing and replacing the Affordable
Care Act is creating enormous uncertainty in the insurance, pharmaceutical, and healthcare
services sectors.
- Complex reimbursement regulations and other regulations are all potentially subject to change
- Many state-level insurance exchanges have already failed or are severely distressed, but
opportunities may open up for new models and start-ups in the insurance sector
- Similarly, more consumer-directed healthcare consumption could also expose inefficient providers
and hasten their declines
Beyond the ACA: Out of Pocket Expenses Continue to Climb

Average general annual deductible for single coverage

Confidential Discussion Materials
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Industry Snapshot - Healthcare (continued)
Under any healthcare reform, consumers care most about their premiums

69%

66%
56%
49%

23%
15%

14%
7%

Source: PwC Health Research Institute Consumer Survey, 2016
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Municipalities – State and Local
US State & Local Pensions see obligations swell to nearly $2 trillion
- Unfunded obligations increase, exacerbated by low funding and unrealistic return assumptions
- Chapter 9 filings have yet to increase materially
State & Local – Unfunded Pension

$ millions

Source: Federal Reserve
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Tax Reformation Plan
Consolidated Summary of Tax Reform – Expect additional details in coming weeks
Provision

Current

Camp 2014 Tax Reform
Act (H.R. 1)

House GOP 2016 Tax
Reform Blueprint

Trump Tax Proposals

C-corporation rate

35%

25% (phased in over 5 yrs)

20%

15%

Capital gain / qualified
dividend rates

Maximum 20% rate for
Tax as ordinary income with 40%
long-term capital gains
exclusion
and qualified dividends

Carried Interest

Taxed at capital gains
rates

Tax as ordinary income with
50% exclusion; exclusion also Maximum 20% rate
applies to interest

Tax at ordinary rates for
partnerships that are engaged in a
trade or business of (1) raising or
returning capital, (2) identifying,
Not Stated
investing in, or disposing of other
trades or businesses, and (3)
developing such trades or businesses

Taxed at ordinary rates

Deductible only against net
interest income

Business manufacturing in the
US and electing full expensing
for investments must forgo
Special rules TBD for financial
interest expense deductions
services

Business interest expense

Deductible as incurred

Limit for thin capitalization

Repatriation "Toll Tax"

No provision.
Previously untaxed
foreign earnings subject
to 35% corporate rate
when repatriated

Previously untaxed foreign earnings:
Rates and payment period
8.75% tax on cash and cash
same as H.R. 1; details to be
equivalents and 3.5% tax rate for
determined
non-cash assets, payable over 8 years

International - boarder
adjustment

No provision

New tax on "intangible" income:
15% for foreign market sales, 25%
for US market sales

Estate Tax

Minimum 40% rate for
taxable estates exceeding
No provision
$5.45 million (2016
indexed amount)

All previously untaxed foreign
earnings subject to US income
tax at 10% rate

"Destination-based"
approach; boarder
adjustments that exempt
exports and tax imports

Not stated

Repeal estate tax

Repeal estate tax

Source: PwC Tax Policy Outlook, 2017

Confidential Discussion Materials
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Introduction to B. Riley & Co.
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Overview of B. Riley Corporate Restructuring Services
Restructuring Advisory

Strategic Advisory and M&A

B. Riley prides itself on leading capital structure and restructuring
advice and services in both out-of-court and in-court scenarios. Our
professionals have facilitated consensual transactions and visionary
solutions that maximize value for our clients. Our highly
collaborative team’s execution in contested and / or litigated
situations is unparalleled, with a track record of effective and
favorable results on behalf of our clients.

B. Riley Corporate Restructuring advises decision makers on a
variety of complex and transformative transactions. Our seasoned
professionals, with roots in complex corporate finance, offer
impartial and independent strategic advice to stakeholders in a broad
range of transactions and industry sectors. As innovative problem
solvers, we excel at providing our clients with tailored solutions that
embody judgement, expertise, and a client-centric approach. We
pride ourselves in our team's ability to provide a highly
comprehensive approach to corporate financial strategy.

Services include out-of-court restructurings, pre-packaged / pre-arranged
Chapter 11 plans, traditional Chapter 11 restructurings, business plan
review, cash flow and liquidity analyses, expert valuation and testimony
services, DIP and exit financings, rescue financings, rights offerings, and
distressed M&A.

Capital Advisory
At B. Riley, we generate creative solutions on important issues
involving capital. Our broad network of relationships facilitates our
clients’ realization of their strategic objectives. Our professionals
have contacts that specialize in allocating capital for every kind of
special situation. Years of experience with successful transactions
have allowed us to consistently advise our clients on superior capital
solutions.

Services include advising on senior secured facilities (including ABL,
revolvers, and term-loans), unsecured debt, PIK notes, and preferred and
common equity.

Services include advice related to strategic alternatives, buy-side advisory,
sell-side advisory, divestitures, joint ventures, and the debt and equity
capital markets. We also team with Great American to liquidate portfolios
of non core assets.

Liability Management
Our experienced team has advised many of its corporate clients on
liability management transactions related to companies’ capital
structures. We have developed creative transaction structures that
have proactively addressed stressed balance sheets and the need for
growth capital and runway extension. By assisting our clients in
developing and executing liability management transactions for our
clients, we have allowed management teams to refocus on the
operations of their businesses as opposed to their balance sheets.
Services include advice related to amendments, consent solicitations,
tender offers, open market repurchase programs, exchange offers, and
capital markets. Through Great American, we have appraisal services to
assist in the valuation of all asset classes.

Confidential Discussion Materials
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Overview of B. Riley Financial

Investment Banking

Research

Sales and Trading

Capital
Management

Great American
Group

Mergers &
Acquisitions

200+
Companies

Market Makers in
150+ Securities

B. Riley Asset
Management

Valuation
Services

Capital Formation

Misunderstood/
Underfollowed
Companies

Stock
Purchase/
Buyback

Great American
Capital Partners

Retail
Solutions

Financial Advisory

Institutional Investor
Conferences

Corporate Services

B. Riley Wealth
Management

Industrial
Auction Services

Corporate
Restructuring

Non-Deal Roadshows

Issuer Services

Confidential Discussion Materials
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Overview of B. Riley Financial (cont.)
B. Riley is a research-centric investment bank with 230 professionals devoted to bringing the highest quality
corporate finance, research, sales and trading, and asset management services to corporate, institutional and high net
worth clients.
Full Service Platform: Investment Banking, Research, Sales & Trading & Asset Management
Investment Banking
 Professionals specialize in
providing sector-specific
corporate finance products
and services
 M&A, capital formation and
financial advisory for public
and private clientele
 Strong domestic and crossborder M&A experience
 Deep expertise within a
variety of industry verticals
 Unique understanding and
familiarity with middle-market
public investors
 Completed engagements with
aggregate value in excess of
$25 billion since 2007

Sales &
Trading/Research
 Analysts publish research on
approximately 200 publicly
traded securities
 Equity and fixed-income
traders make markets in over
150 securities
 Active trading relationships
with substantially all major
institutional money managers
 Top ranked senior research
analysts covering 12 industry
verticals
 Excellent coverage capabilities
with offices located across the
U.S.

Great American Group
 Inventory Appraisal
 Consumer & Retail
 Industrial
 Machinery & Equipment
 Intellectual Property
 Corporate Valuation Services
 Retail Solutions
 Store Closings
 New Store Opening
Programs
 Disposition services of retail
inventory, machinery &
equipment, and industrial
inventory

Great American Capital
Partners & Wealth
Management
 Direct lending of nontraditional capital to companies
with strong underlying
collateral
 $10 to $100 million target
investment size
 Customized capital solutions
across virtually all asset classes
 We manage over $800 million
of assets for individual and
families

 Over $1 billion in assets
disposed since 2009

Confidential Discussion Materials
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B. Riley & Co. Restructuring Credentials
A sample of our professionals’ restructuring clients:


BCBG Max Azria: Advisor to potential buyer during the Company’s current Chapter 11, with
consideration of a joint bid from B. Riley affiliate, Great American Group.



bebe Stores, Inc.: Financial advisor to the Company in connection with exploring strategic
alternatives and current lease negotiations to accomplish an out-of-court turnaround.



Chrysler LLC: Assisted Debtor through sale to Fiat Automotive and addressed many complex
financial reporting and strategic matters.



The Disney Stores: Served as Chief Restructuring Officer, operating the Company through a
Chapter 11 and executing a sale of the business.



Mesabi Metallics Company LLC (f/k/a Essar Steel Minnesota LLC): Advisor to Successful
Bidder and Plan Sponsor in a current Chapter 11. Address negotiations with secured and unsecured
creditors, and lead process of raising approximately $450 million of debt financing.



Hoboken University Medical Center: Represented the Hoboken University Municipal Authority.
The team led the execution of the sale process in which the hospital remained an operating entity,
worked with the State of New Jersey to provide a solution, defeased over $50mm of secured debt,
kept the city’s credit rating intact, and maintained over 1,200 jobs.



The Sports Authority: Advised a potential buyer during the Company’s Chapter 11 through various
strategic acquisition approaches, as well as potential joint venture opportunities with other interested
parties.



Summit Global Logistics: As the Examiner in this $1 billion New Jersey based trucking and
logistics company, our team administered and oversaw the sale of the entity. His report was
incorporated in the Bankruptcy Court’s Oder approving the transaction.
Confidential Discussion Materials
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B. Riley & Co. Restructuring Credentials (cont.)


Our team has advised on matters with over $25 billion of secured debt and bond issuances,
served in project management capacities on multi-billion dollar restructurings and executed the
sale of hundreds of distressed companies and assets.



Other restructuring matters in which our professionals played a key role:
o Aloha Airlines

o Global Crossing

o

Patriot Coal Corporation

o American Home Mortgage

o Louis Berger Group

o

Polaroid Corporation

o

SunEdison

o

United Hospital (Newark)

o Alpha Natural Resources
o Enron

o The Finova Group, Inc.

o Fruehauf Trailers Corp.
o Fruit of the Loom
o



Gibson Brands

o Linens N’ Things

o Lucent Technologies
o

Marcal Paper

o

National Envelope

o
o

The MIIX Group
NationsRent, Inc.

o

Peabody Energy

o

St. Johnsbury Trucking

o

Syms/Filenes Basement

o

Winn Dixie Supermarkets

We have deep relationships with funds of all sizes. We have been retained by and worked along
side many of largest private equity and hedge funds including Apollo, Blackstone, Cerberus,
Charterhouse, Elliott Management, Fortress, Highbridge Capital, Leonard Green & Co.,
Western Asset Management as well as major national and regional commercial banks..

Confidential Discussion Materials
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Recent Restructuring Engagements

Advisor to
Interested Party

Creditor Advisor

Advisor to
Interested Party

Creditor Advisor

Creditor Advisor

Creditor Advisor

Company Advisor

Debtor Advisor

Debtor Advisor

Company Advisor

Creditor Advisor

Creditor Advisor

Chief Restructuring
Officer

Creditor Advisor

Creditor Advisor

Debtor Advisor

Advisor to Stalking
Horse Bidder

Note:

Debtor Advisor

Includes roles taken at predecessor firm

Confidential Discussion Materials
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Perry M. Mandarino
Senior Managing Director, Head of Corporate Finance, Investment Banking and Corporate Restructuring
420 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10170
Telephone

+1 646.367.2402

Mobile

+1 201.522.5497

Email

pmandarino@brileyco.com

• Perry M. Mandarino is a Senior Managing Director and B. Riley’s Head of Corporate Finance, Investment Banking and Corporate
Restructuring. With almost 30 years years of financial restructuring experience, Perry has represented numerous stakeholders through
various out-of-court and Chapter 11 proceedings.
• He has expertise in complex debt restructurings and strategic planning. He has been involved with the preparation of turnaround,
business and plans of reorganization, cash flow analyses, preference investigations, fraud and fraudulent conveyance investigations and
collateral evaluation. Perry has a broad range of restructuring and bankruptcy industry experience, including retail, distribution,
communications, business services, manufacturing, healthcare, construction and real estate companies. His assignments have included
interim chief restructuring officer and advisory roles for clients.
• Some of Perry's notable assignments have included: Sports Authority, Chrysler, Patriot Coal, Filenes Basement, Hoop Holdings, Inc.
d/b/a/ The Disney Stores, Polaroid, Inc., Summit Global Logistics, Hoboken University Medical Center, National Envelope, Mervyn’s
and MIIX Group. Perry has extensive experience in various Bankruptcy and state Courts, where he has testified and been qualified as
an expert in matters related to financial viability, valuation, general reorganization matters and financing.
• Prior to joining B. Riley, Perry was a Partner and PwC’s Leader of Business Recovery Services for the United States. Perry was also a
Senior Managing Director of Traxi, LLC. Prior to joining Traxi, Perry spent 14 years at a Big Five firm, where he was a Partner in the
Firm's Global Corporate Finance - Corporate Restructuring Group. Perry also was managing director of restructuring in a boutique
investment banking firm.
• Perry received a Bachelor's degree from Seton Hall University and is a CPA in the State of New Jersey. Perry has lectured to various
groups on bankruptcy issues and the reorganization process.

Confidential Discussion Materials
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The Retail Tsunami:
How Should the Trade
Respond?
WEBINAR PRESENTATION FOR:

NACM Graduate School of Credit and
Financial Management Alumni
SPONSORED BY:

National Association of Credit Management
February 27, 2018

PRESENTED BY:
Wanda Borges, Esq.

Bruce S. Nathan, Esq.

BORGES & ASSOCIATES, LLC
Tel: (516) 677-8200, x 225
wborges@borgeslawllc.com

LOWENSTEIN SANDLER LLP
Tel: (212) 204-8686
bnathan@lowenstein.com
@BruceSNathan

49842259
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ALL TYPES OF
RETAILERS AT RISK

Page 1
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Major Risk

Department Stores
Electronic Retailers
Retail Operations

2
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RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS IN
RETAIL BANKRUPTCIES

Page 3
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Cumulative Retail Chapter 11 Liabilities
June 2015 to Date
Cumulative chapter 11 liabilities for the retail industry since June 2015,
encompassing approximately 50 cases, reached over $20 billion with
Bon-Ton filing:

4

Page 4
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2017 Retail Store Closures

 In 2017, Retailers Announced Plans to Close More
Than 6,700 Stores in U.S. [Fung Global Retail &
Technology, a Retail Think Tank]

 Beats Previous All-Time High of 6,163 Store
Closings in 2008 Amid the Financial Meltdown
[Credit Suisse]

 Analysts Expected 8,600 Store Closings in 2017
[Credit Suisse April 2017 research report]

5

Reasons For Increase in Retail Bankruptcies
 Changes in Customer Preferences
●

Increased preference for on-line shopping

 Excessive Focus on Apparel and Accessories
 Too Many Stores
 Pressure From Online Retailers, Like Amazon
 Uncertainty in Economy
 Private Equity Investors Saddling Retailers They
Own With Excessive Debt

 Rising Interest Rates

6
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7
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Bon Ton Stores Filed Chapter 11 on February 4, 2018 –
The Next Stores To Fall According to Predictions of
Future Retail Bankruptcies Within Next 12 Months

 Sears/Kmart
 Claire’s Stores
 J Crew
 99 Cents Only Stores
 Forever 21
 Razer Inc.
 Bebe Stores
 GNC Holdings

8

Retailers That Emerged From Chapter 11
Only to File Again – Chapter 22
 As of 8/31/17, 4 Retailers filed Chapter 11 Cases during Prior Year
for the Second Time: Chapter 22

 American Apparel
●
●
●
●

First Chapter 11 filing date: 10/5/15
Date of emergence from first Chapter 11: 2/5/16
Date of second Chapter 11 filing: 11/14/16
Time between filings: 9.3 months

 Radio Shack
●
●
●
●
●

First Chapter 11 filing date: 2/25/15
Date of emergence from first Chapter 11: 10/7/15
Date of second Chapter 11 filing: 3/8/17
Time between filings: 17 months
Date of emergence from second Chapter 11: 12/31/17
9
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Retailers That Emerged From Chapter 11
Only to File Again – Chapter 22
 Wet Seal
●
●
●
●

First Chapter 11 filing date: 1/15/15
Date of emergence from first Chapter 11: 12/31/15
Date of second Chapter 11 filing: 2/2/17
Time between filings: 13.1 months

 Bob’s Stores/EMS
●
●
●
●

First Chapter 11 filing date: 4/18/16
Date of emergence from first Chapter 11: 7/18/16
Date of second Chapter 11 filing: 2/5/17
Time between filings: 6.6 months

10

A New Phenomenon: Reorganizing Retailers
 Retailers With Confirmed Chapter 11 Plans of
Reorganization That Call for Most Stores to
Remain Open
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Payless ShoeSource
True Religion Apparel
rue 21
Gymboree Corp.
Perfumania Holdings (Prepackaged Chapter 11 plan
approved – general unsecured claims to receive
payment of 100% of their claims)
Charming Charlie Holdings?
Toys “R” Us, Inc.?
11
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Recent Chapter 11 Proceedings
 Gymboree: The children's clothing retailer filed for
bankruptcy on June 11, 207 saying it may close 375 of
its 1,300 stores under the Gymboree, Crazy 8 and
Janie and Jack brands. Chapter 11 plan approved on
September 7, 2017 and the plan went effective on
September 29, 2017

 rue21: The teen clothing retailer filed for bankruptcy on
May 15, 2017 and said it has plans to close about one
third of its 1,200 stores. Chapter 11 plan approved on
September 8, 2017 and the plan went effective on
September 22, 2017

12

Recent Chapter 11 Proceedings

 Gordmans Stores: A century-old regional
department store chain, Gordmans had 106
stores in 22 states in the Midwest and
western U.S. It filed for bankruptcy on March
13, 2017 and is shuttering all of its stores.
Chapter 11 plan approved.

 The Limited: The once popular women's
clothing chain filed for bankruptcy in January,
2017 and closed all of its remaining stores.

13
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THE SPORTS AUTHORITY
BANKRUPTCY CAST A
SHADOW ON ATHLETIC
RETAIL

Page 10
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The Sports Authority

 Chapter 11 filing on March 2, 2016
 Many creditors felt comfortable because
majority of inventory was sold to TSA
pursuant to Consignment Agreements
●

Most Consignment Agreements turned
about to be “no good”
- Notice was not given or was defective
- UCC Financing Statement was not filed

15

The Sports Authority

 Demise began as a leveraged buyout
●

A financial transaction in which a company is
purchased with a combination of equity and debt, such
that the company's cash flow is the collateral used to
secure and repay the borrowed money.

 Recall the many failed leverage buyouts of the
1980’s and 1990’s

 Minimizing Risk
●

Watch for Leveraged Buyouts

16

Page 11
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The Sports Authority

 Nike – No. 1 unsecured creditor - $48 million –
sustained hit
●

Nike shares have inched up barely 1 percent since
the TSA bankruptcy

 Columbia Sportswear up only 4%
 Under Armour has lost 43% of its stock value
 CNBC’s Jim Cramer says “things just getting
worse. Something few foresaw”.

17

The Sports Authority

 Concept was that Sports Authority's closure would
benefit competitors like Dick's [Sporting Goods] or
Finish Line or Foot Locker.
●

To the contrary, the same-store sales from these
sports-oriented retailers cratered.

 “ Sports Authority bankruptcy brought lasting
damage to the brick-and-mortar vein of sporting
goods retail”
●

Jim Cramer “Mad Money” CNBC

18
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The Sports Authority
 The Debtors filed for chapter 11 without a stalking horse
bidder for their assets, a plan sponsor, or an exit strategy
in place.
●

●

Their only concrete plan was to liquidate the inventory and close
approximately 140 stores, during which time they proposed to
run a 7-week sale process to find a buyer for the remaining
portion of their assets.
TSA proposed a postpetition process that would be financed in
part through vendor extensions of credit pursuant to a critical
vendor program and through the continuance of a robust
consignment program.

 Ended Up as Meltdown – Going Out of Business Sales
at All Stores

19

Gander Mountain
 Outdoors and Hunting Retailer, Which Operated
Under the Gander Mountain and Overton Names, with
162 Stores and More than $1B in Annual Revenue
Filed Chapter 11 and Within the First Week of the
Case Filed a Stalking Horse Agreement for the
Liquidation of the Entire Chain.

 The Stalking Horse Agency Agreement, however,
Allowed the Debtors to Remove Stores from the
Liquidation if a Going Concern Purchaser Submitted a
Bid in the Sale Process.

20
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Gander Mountain
 An Auction was Held in April 2017 which Included 4 National
Liquidation Companies, as well as Sportsman’s Warehouse
and RV Retailer, Camping World, Inc., as Potential Strategic
Acquirers of Some Semblance of a Going Concern Operation.

 Through Very Robust Bidding, a Joint Venture of all of the
Liquidators and Camping World were the Successful Bidders
for a Purchase Price of Approximately $400M.

 Interestingly, Unlike Other Recent Cases where Going
Concern Purchasers Insisted on Acquiring Locations fully
Inventoried (i.e. Golfsmith), All 162 locations of Gander
Mountain were First Liquidated and then Camping World will
Re-inventory and Occupy Approximately 50-70 Gander
Mountain Stores by the End of 2018.

21

Gander Mountain
 Preference Claims against Non-insiders Were Sold
to Camping World with Covenant Not to Sue. This
was Added During Active Bidding at 3 am, in an effort
by Camping World to Garner Favor with the Creditors’
Committee.

 Chapter 11 Plan and Disclosure Statement Filed on
October 31, 2017

 Disclosure Statement was Approved on December 7,
2017

 Chapter 11 Plan Approved on January 26, 2018
22
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Vestis – Sport Chalet, Bob’s Stores and EMS
(First Chapter 11 Case in 2016)
 The Debtors – Whose Equity was Owned by an Affiliate of
Versa Capital Management (“Versa”) – Filed the EMS
Bankruptcy Cases with a Stalking Horse Bid in Hand.
●

The proposed stalking horse was an affiliate of Versa,
which sought to credit bid $35 million of its prepetition
secured debt as part of the purchase price.

 The Debtors Contemplated Liquidating the Assets of Sport
Chalet, Closing a Handful of Bob’s Stores/EMS Locations
and Continuing the Business of Those Two Entities
Effectively Under the Same Ownership.

23

Vestis – Sport Chalet, Bob’s Stores and EMS
(First Chapter 11 Case in 2016)

 At First Blush, the Stalking Horse Agreement
Appeared to Provide for Certain Protections to
Vendors and Landlords.
●

For example, although the agreement appeared
to contemplate a waiver of preference claims,
vendors had to sign a “vendor participation
agreement” in order to receive the waiver.
- Versa had carte blanche to demand unreasonable
terms, holding a waiver of preferences over
vendors’ heads.

24
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Vestis – Sport Chalet, Bob’s Stores and EMS Committee Investigation: (First Chapter 11 Case)
 The Committee Conducted an Investigation into Various
Aspects of the Debtors’ Prepetition Activities, Including
Prepetition Acquisitions as well as the Purported Debt
Held by Versa.
●

●

In the 4 months prior to the bankruptcy filings, Versa had
put $65 million of purported debt onto the company. Some
of the loans were made within weeks of the bankruptcy
filing.
The debt consisted of $40 million in loans made to the
Debtors, as well as $25 million of make-whole
amounts/early termination fees.

25

Vestis – Sport Chalet, Bob’s Stores and EMS Committee Investigation: (First Chapter 11 Case)

 The Committee Pursued a Dual Track Strategy in
the Case – Preparing to Litigate with Versa
Regarding the Extent, Validity and Priority of its
Purported Debt and the Allowability of $25 Million
in Make-whole Amounts/Early Termination Fees,
as well as Negotiating with Versa Over the Terms
of the Stalking Horse Deal.

26
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Vestis – Sport Chalet, Bob’s Stores and EMS –
Settlement: (First Chapter 11 Case)
 Ultimately, the Committee settled with Versa which
allowed a private sale to proceed.
●

●

●

Funding for wind-down expenses and general unsecured creditor
recovery increased from $1.5 million to $3.0 million.
General unsecured creditors would also receive 75% of the net
proceeds from the sale of the Debtors’ leases, as well as the
proceeds of commercial tort claims, including the Debtors’ claim
in the Visa/MasterCard interchange fee class action litigation.
Versa agreed to waive all non-insider preference/avoidance
claims; vendors did not need to sign any agreement
regarding terms in order to receive the waiver.

27

Vestis – Sport Chalet, Bob’s Stores and EMS –
Settlement: (First Chapter 11 Case)
 Committee’s Settlement with Versa (cont’d)
●

●

Versa agreed to assume and pay all allowed Section
503(b)(9) claims and promptly reconcile these claims.
Versa established an accounting reserve for the
estimated stub-rent, which it agreed to pay in full.

 Versa maintained designation rights to continue lease
negotiations with landlords, but committed to assuming
65 of the Debtors’ leases.

28
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SPOTTING AND REACTING
TO WARNING SIGNS OF A
FINANCIALLY DISTRESSED
CUSTOMER
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Uniform Commercial Code Remedies:
Adequate Assurance Demand
 UCC §2-609 Governs for Goods Sellers
 Upon Reasonable Grounds for Insecurity, a Contract Party
Can Demand Adequate Assurance of Performance From
Financially Distressed Party

 Reasonable Grounds for Insecurity
●

●

Determined by “commercial standards” as between
merchants
Customer past due
- With the seller
- With other vendors

●

Other warning signs of financially distressed customer
30

Warning Signs Of Financially Distressed Customer
 Substantial Operating Losses/Cash Burn
 Adverse Industry Trends
 Excessive Leverage/Default Risk/Forbearance
 Increase in Past Due Trade Claims
 Falling Stock and Bond Prices
 Ratings Downgrade to Junk Status
 Restricted/Loss of Credit Insurance Coverage
 Delayed Release of Financial Information
●

Going concern qualification

 CEO/CFO and Other Significant Management Resignations
 Retention of Chief Restructuring Officer
 Ad Hoc Bondholders or Trade Creditor Committee(s)
31
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Uniform Commercial Code Remedies:
Adequate Assurance
 What Constitutes Adequate Assurance of Performance?
●
●
●

Revoke credit terms and switch to cash in advance
Collateral security
Letter of credit

 Pending Receipt of Adequate Assurance, Creditor Can Suspend
Performance
●
●

Switch to cash in advance
Negotiate more restricted credit terms

 Debtor’s Failure to Provide Adequate Assurance Within Reasonable
Time Not Exceeding 30 days Results In Repudiation of Contract

 Beware of Contract Provisions Limiting Adequate Assurance Rights!
32

Cash In Advance vs. Restricted Terms

 Restricted Terms - Advantages
●
●

Reduces risk of nonpayment
Ability to capitalize on administrative priority claim
under Section 503(b)(9) of Bankruptcy Code for goods
a debtor receives within 20 days of bankruptcy

 Restricted Terms - Disadvantages
●
●

Continued risk of nonpayment
Increased preference risk
- Loss of ordinary course of business defense

33
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Stoppage of Delivery

 Creditor’s Right to Stop Delivery of Goods to
Customer Due to Insolvency or Breach Governed
by UCC §§2-702, 2-703 and 2-705
●

Debtor’s insolvency
- Balance Sheet: Liabilities exceed assets
- Equity: Failure to pay debts as they mature

 Withholding Delivery of Goods in Creditor’s
Possession and Switching to Cash Terms Going
Forward

34

Stoppage of Delivery

 Stopping Delivery of Goods in Possession of
Carrier/Warehouse/Other Third Party

 Notice Must be Given to Carrier/Warehouse and
Debtor

 Following Notice, Carrier, Warehouse/Other Third
Party Must Hold and Deliver Goods According to
Seller’s Direction
●

Seller Responsible for Charges of Carrier/Warehouse
Holding Goods Prior to Release to Debtor or Return to
Creditor

35
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Stoppage of Delivery

 Right of Stoppage of Delivery Cut Off by Any of
the Following:
● Debtor’s receipt of goods
● Acknowledgment by warehouse or other bailee
that it is holding goods for Debtor
● Acknowledgment by carrier that is holding
goods for Debtor by reshipping/holding
● Seller’s endorsement to Debtor of negotiable
bill of lading or warehouse receipt

36

Stoppage of Delivery Rights

 Stoppage of Delivery Rights Not Impacted
by Passage of Title/Risk of Loss

 Stoppage of Delivery Rights Superior to
Secured Inventory Lender’s Rights
●

Recent Delaware bankruptcy court decision in Sports
Authority chapter 11 case denied secured lender’s motion to
dismiss trade creditor’s complaint seeking a declaration that
goods improperly released, despite a proper stoppage of
delivery demand, never became property of the estate and
seller’s rights in goods and proceeds had priority over rights
of debtor’s secured lenders
37
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Stoppage of Delivery: After Bankruptcy Filing

 Seller Retains Rights Under UCC to Stop
Delivery

 Not Precluded by Automatic Stay
 Debtor Usually Ends up Paying for Stopped
Goods

 Seller Must Seek Automatic Stay Relief in
Bankruptcy Court to Obtain Return of
Goods (after they have been stopped)
38

State Reclamation Law
 Requirements for Reclamation – UCC §2-702
●
●
●

Debtor insolvent (same as for Stoppage of Delivery)
Reclamation demand describing goods
Demand sent within 10 days of debtor’s receipt of goods
- Written misrepresentation of insolvency exception

 Defenses
●

Sale of goods to good faith/bona fide purchaser prior to demand
- Includes creditor secured by all of Debtor’s inventory
- Unlike stoppage of delivery rights, reclamation rights are
subordinate to secured inventory lender’s rights

●

Goods processed – no longer identifiable at time of demand
Goods commingled – cannot be traced at time of demand

●

39
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State Reclamation Law

Remedies
Return of goods
● State law replevin action
● Need for injunctive relief?
● Bonding requirements?
● Impractical if goods are in multiple
locations
●

40
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PROTECTING/ELEVATING/
INVESTIGATING AND
PROSECUTING CLAIMS
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Risk of Post-Petition Trade Credit
 The debtor may incur unsecured debt in the ordinary
course of business.
●

●

When trade vendors ship goods and/or provide services
postpetition, the credit extended is entitled to administrative
priority.
Note, however, that administrative priority claims will be
paid only after:
i. secured claims,
ii. “super priority” administrative expense claims, and
iii. administrative claims of any superseding chapter 7 case.

 Risk of administrative insolvency – insufficient funds to
fully pay all chapter 11 administrative priority claims

42

Chapter 11 Financing (a/k/a DIP Financing)
and Use of Cash Collateral

 The First Major Test of Strength of the Parties in a
Chapter 11 Case Often Involves the Debtor’s
Request for Approval of Postpetition Financing
and/or Use of the Cash Collateral of its Prepetition
Secured Lenders.

 The Court will Typically Hold an “Interim” Hearing
within a Day or Two of the Bankruptcy Filing and a
“Final” Hearing within 30 days after the Filing.

43
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Chapter 11 Financing (a/k/a DIP Financing)
and Use of Cash Collateral
 Trade Creditors Should Pay Particular Attention to the
Terms of the Proposed Financing and/or Use of Cash
Collateral, because, among other things:
i. the sufficiency of financing will assist in your determination of
whether or not to extend credit on a postpetition basis;
ii. you will want to ensure that the creditors’ committee is working
to protect the rights of unsecured creditors so that they are not
eviscerated in the first month of the case; and
iii. the various documents (orders, agreements, etc.) may include a
timeline for the case with triggering events (i.e., sale within a
certain number of days from the petition date).

44

Chapter 11 Financing
 The DIP lender may receive the following protections
if it can show that unsecured financing was not
available:
●

●
●

a “super priority” administrative claim (i.e., an
administrative expense claim with priority over all other
administrative expense claims);
a lien on assets that were previously unencumbered; or
a junior lien on encumbered assets.
- The Bankruptcy Code seems to indicate that the DIP lender
may receive only one of the above-mentioned protections.
Nevertheless, DIP lenders regularly receive all three.

45
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Chapter 11 Financing
 The DIP lender may also receive a “priming” lien (i.e., a security
interest that is “senior or equal” to an existing lien).

 In cases involving a “priming” lien or use of cash collateral, the
debtor will typically seek to provide the lender whose liens are
being primed or whose cash is being used with “adequate
protection” (often in the form of liens, fees and expenses and/or
interest payments).
●

The creditors’ committee and unsecured creditors generally should
carefully review the proposed adequate protection to ensure that it
is not excessive – after all, each dollar that goes to the prepetition
lender as “adequate protection” may come out of unsecured
creditors’ pockets.

●

Creditors’ committee should oppose granting of liens/superpriority
re: avoidance claims, such as preference claims
- Not uncommon for these to be granted on an interim basis
46

Use of Cash Collateral
 “Cash Collateral” is a Term Used in the Bankruptcy Code to Describe
Cash or Cash Equivalents in which in the Debtor and Another Party
Have an Interest, Usually a Lien. Cash Proceeds of a Lender’s
Collateral will Almost Always be “Cash Collateral.”

 If the Cash is a Prepetition Lender’s Collateral, the Debtor Needs
Authorization (from the Lender or the Court) to Use the Cash.

 The Party with an Interest in Cash Collateral is often Granted
“Adequate Protection” to Protect Against the Diminution in Value of the
Collateral.
●

As with adequate protection provided to DIP lenders, creditors’
committees and unsecured creditors generally should ensure that lenders
are not provided with excessive protections in the form of adequate
protection from assets that would otherwise inure to the benefit of
unsecured creditors, such as preference claims.

47
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Chapter 11 Financing, Cash Collateral and the Budget
 Unsecured Creditors Should Carefully Review the Proposed Budget
Attached to the DIP Financing or Cash Collateral Order to Ensure that the
Lender is Providing Funding Sufficient for the Debtor to Operate in
Chapter 11. This Includes, Among Other Things:
●

●
●

●

Funding for administrative obligations, including sufficient funding for
postpetition trade purchases and other administrative claims and rent;
Funding for all professionals to be retained in the case;
If the debtor seeks authority to make adequate protection payments,
sufficient funding to make such payments; and
Sufficient funding to pay all obligations pursuant to “first day” orders,
including amounts owed to critical vendors, PACA/PSA vendors,
employees, etc.

 If the Budget is Ultimately Insufficient to Satisfy the Debtor’s Working
Capital Needs and the Lender has Succeeded in Obtaining a “Section
506(c) Waiver”, the Debtor Will Not be Able to Surcharge the Lender’s
Collateral for the Costs of the Chapter 11 Case.
48

Protecting/Elevating Claims – Critical Vendors
 Generally, although a debtor may use property of the estate
in the ordinary course of business, it does not have the right
to pay prepetition claims.

 In certain situations, courts have permitted a debtor to pay
pre-petition claims to creditors whose goods and services
are essential to the continuation of the reorganizing
business, but who would refrain from doing future business
with a debtor without payment of their prepetition claims.

 Determination of whether a creditor is critical to a debtor’s
business is made on a case-by-case basis.

49
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Protecting/Elevating Claims – Critical
Vendors - Continued
 Debtors often condition inclusion in a critical vendor program on an
agreement by the creditor to continue to provide goods or services on
terms better than or equal to those in effect prepetition.
● Terms are frequently negotiable.

 There are generally 3 factors courts examine to determine whether a
vendor is entitled to critical vendor status:
● It is critical that the debtor continue to deal with the vendor in
question;
● The debtor’s failure to deal with the vendor creates a risk of harm
or loss of economic advantage to the debtor’s estate that is
disproportionate to the vendor’s prepetition claim; and
● There is no practical or legal alternative by which the debtor can
cause the vendor to deal with it other than by payment of its
prepetition claim.
50

Creditors’ Committees – Overview
 Bankruptcy Code provides for the appointment of a
creditors’ committee in Chapter 11 cases.

 As a fiduciary representative of all unsecured creditors,
the creditors’ committee serves in the more substantive
roles of watchdog, consultant, and negotiator of the Plan
and asset purchase agreements.

 Subject to court approval, the creditors’ committee can
select its own counsel and financial advisors to help it
perform those functions, and these professionals are
paid not by the creditors but by the debtor’s estate.

51
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Creditors’ Committees – Benefits of
Committee Membership
 Creditor is given a seat at the table to determine the debtor’s future
business operations – ability to negotiate sale of assets and/or plan.

 Creditors are provided confidential information with respect to the
debtor and its operations. (Committee members may not share this
information with other creditors or use that information in their role
as a creditor of the debtor).

 Most committees hold regular meetings by telephone if the parties
are geographically widespread.

 All reasonable expenses of Committee membership are paid by the
debtor.

 Participation in a committee provides committee members with a
unique opportunity to network with both the debtor and other
creditors involved in the industry.
52

Creditors’ Committees – Eligibility
Requirements for Membership
 Usually, the creditors holding the largest unsecured claims are appointed
(by the United States Trustee) to the creditors’ committee.

 However, U.S. Trustee will take into account other considerations, such as







obtaining a diversity of perspectives by appointing different types of
claimants: trade claims, landlord claims, governmental claims, employee
claims.
Creditors whose claims are insured or secured by a letter of credit might
not be appointed to sit on a Committee.
If you want to serve on a creditors’ committee, it is important to respond
promptly to the solicitation of interest sent by the United States Trustee or
otherwise make your interest known to the United States Trustee.
In large cases an organizational meeting designed to select the committee
is often held within the first one to two weeks after the case is filed, and well
in advance of the official Meeting of Creditors, commonly referred to as the
341 meeting.
Creditors may attend the committee organizational meeting by proxy.
53
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Creditors’ Committee – Powers
 Investigates the Acts and Financial Affairs of the Debtor
 Consults with the Trustee or Debtor Concerning
Administration of the Case

 Involvement Chapter 11 Financing/Use of Cash Collateral
 Involved in 363 Sale of Business Assets
 Participation in Formulation/Negotiation of Chapter 11 Plan
 Requests Appointment of a Chapter 11 Trustee based
upon Debtor Misconduct

54

Creditors’ Committee – Powers
 The Committee’s Involvement and Role Varies on a Case
by Case Basis.

 Immediate Priority – First Day Motions
●

DIP Financing
- Prevent DIP lender/pre-petition secured lender from obtaining
interest in right to recovery on preference claims

●
●
●
●
●

Use of cash collateral
Sale process and timing
Critical vendor motions
Employee wages and benefits
Lease rejections

55
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Creditors’ Committee – Powers
 Depends on the Direction a Case is Taking
 Reorganization
●

●

●

Review business projections to determine viability
- Focus on core business
- Shed non-core assets
- Exit from unprofitable contracts
Assist in formulating plan of reorganization with Debtor
and its advisors
File own plan of reorganization?

56

Creditors’ Committee – Powers
 Sale
●
●
●
●

Evaluate proposed sale process and timing
Assist in finding going concern potential buyers
Participate in evaluation of offers from interested parties
Attend and participate in auction(s)

 Liquidation
●
●

Participate in selection of liquidators, if appropriate
Attend and participate in auction(s)

 Assist in Selecting Liquidating Trustee Appointed Under Plan of
Liquidation

 If Sufficient Funds are Available, Advisory Committee, Consisting
of Committee Members, Works with Liquidating Trustee

57
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Creditors’ Committee – Powers - Investigation
 The Extent of the UCC’s Investigation will Often Depend
on Funding, Available Claims, and Likelihood of Recovery
to Unsecured Creditors

 Preference Claims
 Fraudulent Transfers
 Insider Transactions
 Review of Liens, Security Interests and Mortgages
 Secured Lender Transactions
 Solvency Analysis
 Potential Claims Against Officers and Directors
 Claims Against Former Owners
58
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PAYLESS SHOESOURCE
A BANKRUPTCY
SUCCESS STORY
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Payless – A Bit of History

 Founded in 1956
 Built for the budget conscious family
 2016 sales - $2.3 billion
●

North America - $1.9 billion in sales
- Down from 2015 sales of $2 billion

 2016 EBITDA - $95 million
 Franchise stores exist only in Africa, Asia and the
Middle East

60

Payless ShoeSource

 Publicly traded since 1962
 Taken private in 2012
 April 4, 2017 Payless Holdings LLC and 28
affiliated debtors filed for chapter 11 protection

 Not a Surprise!
 February, 2017 Moody’s Investor Services
downgraded its outlook to “negative”

61
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Payless – Chapter 11 Proceeding

 Attempted a “quick” turnaround without general
unsecured creditor support

 Initial Plan proposed de minimis distributions to
general unsecured creditors and substantial
releases to Plan Sponsors which included
lenders
●

Creditors’ Committee opposed initial plan

62

Payless – Chapter 11 Proceeding
 Creditors’ Committee Asserted Claims in the Hundreds of
Millions of Dollars Against Debtors’ Private Equity
Sponsors, Golden Gate Capital and Blum Capital and The
Debtors’ Directors and Officers

 Committee’s Allegations:
●

Debtors’ payment of dividends to Golden Gate and Blum in
2013 and 2014 and related financing transactions that
funded such payments
- After the 2012 LBO, the sponsors “siphoned over $400 million
out of the Debtors”

●

Potential fraudulent conveyance and other claims

63
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Payless – Successful Reorganization
 Negotiation among Plan Sponsors, Pre-Petition Lenders,
Debtors and Committee lead to consensual 5th Amended
“Pot” Plan

 Fifth Amended Plan Provides:
●
●

Sponsors contributed more than $20 million
Total Cash Pool to be distributed to creditors: $32.316 million
- Releases granted to Sponsors, individuals, lenders, etc.

●

●

●

General Unsecured Creditors will receive cash payments of
between 18% and 22%
All preference claims against General Unsecured Creditors
Waived
Canadian Unsecured Creditors will receive 100%
64

Payless Emerges
 AUGUST 10, 2017 – Payless emerged from bankruptcy
court protection
●
●

●

More than 67- stores closed
First of 14 retail companies who filed since the start of 2016
to successfully emerge from chapter 11
Will continue “brick and mortar” stores
- Canada, U.S., Asia, Central America, South America and the
Caribbean

●
●

Will continue online stores
Expanding its Asia presence through franchise agreements

65
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TOYS “R” US, INC.
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Toys “R” Us, Inc.

 Established in 1952
 Largest Retail bankruptcy in 13 years
 Plans to emerge from chapter 11
●
●

Intends to preserve 1,600 stores
Intends to preserve jobs for 64,000 employees

 Annual cash flow of $800 million
 Approximately $8 billion in total liabilities

67

Toys “R” Us, Inc.
 September 19, 2017 Filing Date for Operating Entities
 Toys “R” Us, Inc. and Canadian Affiliates Filed
●
●

Chapter 11 in the U.S.
CCAA [Companies Creditors Arrangement Act] in
Canada

 International Affiliates did NOT File
●

Includes 255 stores and joint ventures in Asia

 Final Chapter 11 Financing Approved on 10/24 – Up to
$3.1 billion
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Toys “R” Us, Inc.

 9 person Creditors’ Committee Appointed
9/26/17
4 Toy companies (including 1 specializing in
baby toys & products)
● 2 landlords
● 1 insurance company (credit insurer?)
● 1 bank
● 1 paper, packaging, office solutions company
●

69

Toys “R” Us, Inc.
 “Business as Usual”
●
●

●

On-line sales continuing both “Toys-R-Us” and “Babies-R-Us”
Per Toys “R” Us Inc.’s Counsel: “vendors back on normal
terms”; “49 of top 50 vendors have returned to ‘normalized
trade terms’”
“ …transform the experience of coming into a Toys “R” Us,
Inc. bricks and mortar store and turn it into something that’s
quite different and a lot more fun…”

 Cross-Border Protocol approved
●
●
●

Harmonize and coordinate efforts
Promote orderly and efficient administration
Joint hearings may be conducted

70
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Toys “R” Us, Inc. – Approved First Day Motions

 Pay shippers
 Pay Critical Vendors up to $325 million
 Pay 503(b)(9) Vendors
●

Up to $200 million on a final basis

 Pay Foreign Vendors up to $56 million
 Pay outstanding pre-petition orders to be
delivered post-petition

71

Toys “R” Us, Inc. – Recent Developments

 Claims Bar Date – April 6, 2018
●

Proof of Claim form includes reference to creditors’
section 503(b)(9) priority claims for goods received
by Toys “R” Us within 20 days of chapter 11 filing
date

 Toys “R” Us’ Exclusive Period to File Chapter
11 Plan Extended to July 15, 2018

 News Reports of Declining Holiday Season
Sales
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Toys “R” Us, Inc. – Recent Developments

On 2/6/018 Bankruptcy Court
Approved Store Closing Sales For
up to 182 Stores
●

Approximately 20% of U.S. stores

Toys “R” Us Plans to Close Another
200 Stores (Per Press Reports)
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BON TON STORES
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Bon Ton Stores

 Filed Chapter 11 in Delaware on 2/4/018
 “Free-Fall” Bankruptcy
No Chapter 11 plan or restructuring support
agreement
● Debtor has short window to pursue “stand
alone restructuring”
●

- Via reorganization plan or going concern sale
●

Debtor simultaneously teeing up GOB sales

75

Bon Ton Stores

 Sale Related Timeline
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

2/4 – File sale procedures motion
3/11 – Entry of sale procedures order
4/2 – Bid deadline
4/9 – Sale Objection deadline
4/9 – Auction
4/12 – Deadline to reply to sale objection(s)
4/16 – Sale hearing

76
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Bon Ton Stores

Interim Financing Approved on 2/6/018
●

Proposed DIP financing – senior secured
superpriority credit facility in aggregate
principal amount of $725 million

Interim Order Approving Store
Closings/Sales

77

Q&A

QUESTIONS?
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Wanda Borges, Esq.
Borges & Associates, LLC
Tel: (516) 677-8200, x 225
E-mail: wborges@borgeslawllc.com
WANDA BORGES, ESQ. is the principal member of Borges & Associates, LLC, a
law firm based in Syosset, New York. For more than thirty-five years, Ms. Borges
has concentrated her practice on commercial litigation and creditors rights in
bankruptcy matters, representing corporate clients and creditors’ committees
throughout the United States in Chapter 11 proceedings, out of court settlements,
commercial transactions and preference litigation. She is a member and Past
President of the Commercial Law League of America and has been an Attorney
Member of its National Board of Governors, a Past Chair and current member of
the Bankruptcy Section, a past member of the executive council of its Eastern
Region and is currently the Immediate Past Chair of its Creditors’ Rights Section.
She is a member of several bar associations, including the American Bar
Association and the American Bankruptcy Institute. Ms. Borges serves on its
Board of Directors of the International Association of Commercial Collectors, of
which her firm is an associate member. She is an internationally recognized
lecturer and author on various legal topics including Bankruptcy Issues such as
503(b)(9) claims and preferences, the Uniform Commercial Code, ECOA, FCRA,
antitrust law, and current legal issues such as Credit Card Surcharge issues and
current proposed legislation that may impact trade credit grantors. Ms. Borges
has authored, edited and continues to contribute to numerous publications
including Thomson West’s Enforcing Judgments and Collecting Debts in New
York, NAB’s book Out of the Red and into the Black, the BCCA’s Credit &
Collection Handbook, The Financial Manager, the CLLA’s Commercial Law World
Magazine. She has authored the treatise “Hidden Liens, Who is Entitled to
What?” and NACM’s Antitrust, Restraint of Trade and Unfair Competition: Myth
Versus Reality. She is a contributing author to NACM’s Manual of Credit and
Collection Laws and Principles of Business Credit. She has co-authored The
Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 – An
Overhaul of U.S. Bankruptcy Law, also published by the NACM and her article
has “Uniform Voidable Transactions Act (US) has been published by the British
Law Journal Insolvency Intelligence. In November, 2010, Ms. Borges received
the “Robert E. Caine Award for Leadership” from the Commercial Law League of
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Contracting Away the Right to File
Bankruptcy
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The Fifth Circuit is being asked to
decide whether loan structuring can
prevent a borrower from filing bankruptcy.

The Validity of a ‘Golden Share’ to Bar a Filing Goes to
the Fifth Circuit
The Fifth Circuit is being asked to accept a direct appeal and decide whether a creditor can
structure a loan agreement to prevent a borrower from filing bankruptcy, sidestepping the principle
that public policy prohibits waiving the right to file bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy Judge Edward Ellington of Jackson, Miss., ruled in December that a creditor with
a comparatively small claim who is also a minority equity holder can be given the right, wearing
its shareholder hat, to preclude the borrower from filing bankruptcy. Consequently, Judge
Ellington dismissed the debtor’s chapter 11 petition for lack of proper corporate authorization.
The case raises the question of whether a creditor can utilize a so-called golden share to prevent
a borrower from filing bankruptcy. On Jan. 17, Judge Ellington certified the case for direct appeal
to the Fifth Circuit.
Judge Ellington said that a “blocking provision or golden share is a relatively new provision
created by the credit community in an attempt to work around the prohibition against an entity
contracting away the right to file bankruptcy.”
The Golden Share Structure
The debtor owned a car rental company. To finance an acquisition, the debtor received a $15
million investment from a diversified financial group. In return, the investor was given 49% of the
debtor’s preferred equity.
An affiliate of the investor was a creditor with a $3 million claim. Judge Ellington said that the
investor controlled the affiliate-creditor.
The debtor’s Delaware certificate of incorporation included a golden share provision
prohibiting the company from filing bankruptcy without consent from the investor wearing its hat
as a preferred stockholder.
After the debtor filed a chapter 11 petition, the investor, in its status as the holder of the golden
share, filed a motion to dismiss, contending the filing was accomplished without proper corporate
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authorization. Judge Ellington granted the motion and dismissed the petition in December when
the debtor was in the midst of selling the assets.
Caselaw on Golden Shares
Judge Ellington said there are six opinions from bankruptcy courts and one from a district court
shedding light on the ability of a golden shareholder to block the filing of bankruptcy. All of the
cases are new. The first was handed down in 2007. The six others date from 2014 or later. None
reached a circuit court.
All of the seven cases, according to Judge Ellington, begin with the “general premise that the
waiving or contracting away the right to file for relief under the Bankruptcy Code is contrary to
public policy.” All of the cases, he said, hold that a blocking power held by a creditor is “void as
a matter of public policy.”
On the other hand, Judge Ellington said it is “clear” from the cases dealing with “golden shares
or blocking provisions” that “either provision will be upheld as valid if it is held by an equity
holder.”
Applying the caselaw to the facts at hand, Judge Ellington concluded that the blocking position
held by the “substantial equity holder” was “valid and enforceable and . . . not contrary to public
policy under federal law.”
Judge Ellington conceded that the investor-creditor wears two hats, as a creditor owed $3
million and an equity holder with a $15 million investment. Quoting one of the seven cases, the
judge said the equity investor had the “unquestioned right” to block a voluntary bankruptcy.
Judge Ellington also concluded that a golden share or blocking provision in articles of
incorporation is not invalid under Delaware law.
Should the Fifth Circuit accept the direct appeal, Judge Ellington tasked the appeals court with
deciding three issues: (1) Is a blocking provision or golden share, held by either a creditor or equity
holder, invalid as a violation of public policy if it prevents a corporation from filing bankruptcy;
(2) if the holder is both a creditor and shareholder, is barring bankruptcy invalid as a violation of
public policy, and (3) under Delaware law, may a certificate of incorporation contain a blocking
provision or golden share, and if permissible, does Delaware law impose fiduciary duties on the
holder in exercising its power?
Enforcing the blocking provision may seem reasonable in a case like this where the equity
investment was five times larger than the claim as a creditor. But what if the facts were reversed
and the claim was five times larger than the equity investment? Where should the Fifth Circuit
draw the line on the ratio between debt and equity? Does the creditor’s control invalidate the
exercise of shareholder rights? Should the bankruptcy court make a finding of fact and decide
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whether the shareholder was using its blocking power to collect the debt or eliminate the
bankruptcy court as a platform where other creditors might sue the shareholder-creditor?
The validity of a golden share in the hands of someone who is both a shareholder and creditor
cries out for a bright-line rule, otherwise the outcome of every case will be uncertain and law could
develop in different directions around the country, leading to inconsistent results and forumshopping.
The December opinion and the certification of a direct appeal are both in In re Franchise
Services of North America Inc., 17-2361, 2018 BL 16789 (Bankr. S.D. Miss. Dec. 18, 2017 and
Jan. 17, 2018).
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What Does It Mean to Reject an Executory
Congract?
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First Circuit follows the Fourth
Circuit’s Lubrizol and rejects the Seventh
Circuit’s Sunbeam.

Circuit Split Deepens on Rejection of Trademark
Licenses
Pointedly disagreeing with the Seventh Circuit, the First Circuit deepened an existing split by
adopting the Fourth Circuit’s conclusion in Lubrizol and holding that rejection of a trademark
license agreement precludes the licensee from continuing to use the license.
The 2/1 opinion from the First Circuit on Jan. 12 reversed the Bankruptcy Appellate Panel,
which, to the contrary, had followed Circuit Judge Frank Easterbrook’s decision in Sunbeam
Products Inc. v. Chicago American Manufacturing LLC, 686 F.3d 372 (7th Cir. 2012). In Sunbeam,
the Seventh Circuit rejected the Fourth Circuit’s rationale in Lubrizol Enterprises Inc. v. Richmond
Metal Finishers Inc., 756 F.2d 1043 (4th Cir. 1985).

In simple terms, the First Circuit’s decision means that the licensee of patents can continue
using the technology after rejection as a consequence of Section 363(n), but the same licensee
cannot continue using trademark licenses that went along with the technology.
The Genesis of Section 365(n)
In Lubrizol, the Fourth Circuit ruled in 1985 that rejection of an executory contract licensing
intellectual property halted the non-bankrupt’s right to use patents, trademarks and copyrights.
Three years later, Congress responded by adding Section 365(n), which, in conjunction with the
definition of “intellectual property” in Section 101(35A), provides that the non-debtor can elect to
continue using patents, copyrights and trade secrets despite rejection of a license.
The amendment conspicuously omitted reference to trademarks. The Senate Report said that
the amendment did not deal with trademarks because the issue “could not be addressed without
more extensive study.” According to the report, Congress decided to postpone action “to allow the
development of equitable treatment of this situation by bankruptcy courts.”
Since then, courts have split into two camps. One group takes a negative inference from the
omission of trademarks from Section 365(n) by holding that rejection terminates the right to use a
trademark, although the licensee could elect to continue using patents covered by the same
agreement.
In Sunbeam, the Seventh Circuit split with the Fourth in 2012. Judge Easterbrook
acknowledged that Section 365(n) does not preserve the right to use trademarks, but at the same
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time does not prescribe the consequences of rejection. Judge Easterbrook instead relied on Section
365(g), which teaches that rejection “constitutes a breach” of contract.
Judge Easterbrook reasoned that a licensor’s breach outside of bankruptcy would not preclude
the licensee from continuing to use a trademark. He ruled that rejection converted the debtor’s
unfulfilled obligations into damages. He said that “nothing about this process implies than any
other rights of the other contracting party have been vaporized.” He added that Lubrizol has been
“uniformly criticized” by scholars and commentators.
The First Circuit Case
Before bankruptcy, the debtor in the case before the First Circuit had granted the licensee a
non-exclusive, irrevocable, fully paid, transferrable license to its intellectual property including
patents. However, the irrevocable license excluded the debtor’s trademarks.
Separately, the license agreement granted a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited license to
use the debtor’s trademarks.
The day after filing a chapter 11 petition, the debtor filed a motion to reject the trademark and
patent licenses as executory contracts under Section 365(a). During the ensuing litigation, the
debtor conceded that Section 365(n) allowed the licensee to retain its rights in the intellectual
property and patents, but not the trademarks.
Ultimately, the bankruptcy court ruled that Section 365(n) did not preserve the licensee’s rights
in the trademarks. The bankruptcy judge believed that the omission of trademarks from the
definition of intellectual property in Section 101(35A) meant that Section 365(n) does not protect
rights in trademarks.
On the first appeal, the BAP followed Sunbeam and reversed the bankruptcy court, calling
Lubrizol “draconian” and saying that rejection does not “vaporize” trademark rights. To read
ABI’s report on the BAP opinion, click here.
With regard to trademarks, Circuit Judge William J. Kayatta, Jr. reversed the BAP in a 2/1
opinion, holding that the right to use trademarks did not survive rejection.
Judge Kayatta said that Sunbeam “largely rests on the unstated premise that it is possible to
free a debtor from any continuing performance obligations under a trademark license even while
preserving the licensee’s right to use the trademark.” That premise, he said, is wrong because
“effective licensing of a trademark” requires the licensor to continue monitoring and exercising
control over the quality of the goods sold under the mark.
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Sunbeam is wrong, in Judge Kayatta’s view, because it “entirely ignores the residual
enforcement burden it would impose on the debtor just as the Code otherwise allows the debtor to
free itself from executory burdens” and “invites further degradation of the debtor’s fresh start
options.”
Judge Kayatta therefore favored “the categorical approach of leaving trademark licenses
unprotected from court-approved rejection, unless and until Congress should decide otherwise.”
The Dissent
Circuit Judge Juan R. Torruella dissented with regard to trademarks. Like Sunbeam, he would
have held that rights in a trademark “did not vaporize” as a result of rejection.
Judge Torruella based his dissent in large part on the legislative history surrounding the
adoption of Sections 363(n) and 101(35A). He saw Congress as allowing courts to use their
equitable powers to protect trademark licensees.
Rather than eviscerating the licensee’s trademark rights, Judge Torruella said he instead would
“be guided by the terms of the [license agreement], and non-bankruptcy law, to determine the
appropriate equitable remedy of the functional breach of contract.”
Distribution Rights
The litigation in bankruptcy court also involved the debtor’s license of distribution rights.
Affirmed by the BAP, the bankruptcy court had ruled that rejection cut off distribution rights too.
On appeal in the circuit, the licensee mounted several creative arguments aimed at showing
that distribution rights were an adjunct to the patents and technology and therefore should survive.
Judges Kayatta and Torruella agreed that rejection cut off distribution rights.
The Next Steps
If the licensee does not throw in the towel, the next step will be a petition for rehearing en banc
or a petition for certiorari. The circuit split pits not only the First Circuit against the Seventh. In
his concurrence in In re Exide Technologies, 607 F.3d 957, 964 (3d Cir. 2010), Third Circuit Judge
Thomas L. Ambro reached the same result as the Seventh Circuit on much the same reasoning.
The opinion is Mission Product Holdings Inc. v. Old Cold LLC (In re Old Cold LLC), 879
F.3d 376 (1st Cir. Jan. 12, 2018).
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Is a Release the Equivalent of a Final
Judgment?
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Delaware bankruptcy judge disagrees
with district court on final adjudicatory
power to include third-party releases in
confirmation orders.

Bankruptcy Court Finds Constitutional Power to Grant
Releases in Confirmation Orders
On remand from the district court in Millennium Lab Holdings, Bankruptcy Judge Laurie
Selber Silverstein of Delaware decided that a bankruptcy court has constitutional power to enter a
final order granting non-consensual, third-party releases of non-bankruptcy claims as part of a
chapter 11 confirmation order.
Written with a passion suggesting it may be the most important decision of her career, Judge
Silverstein’s 69-page opinion on Oct. 3 concludes that the limitations on the constitutional power
of a bankruptcy court under Stern v. Marshall are altogether inapplicable to granting third-party
releases because a confirmation order exclusively implicates questions of federal bankruptcy law
and raises no issues under state or common law.
Ordering remand in March, District Judge Leonard P. Stark of Delaware implied, without
explicitly holding, that a bankruptcy court should only make proposed findings and conclusions
when granting third-party releases as part of a chapter 11 confirmation order. Sending the case
back to Judge Silverstein, he told her to consider the question of constitutional power and also
decide whether the appellant had waived Stern objections.
In her Oct. 3 opinion, Judge Silverstein persuasively ruled that the appellant had waived Stern
objections by never raising the issue during the confirmation process. If there is another appeal,
Judge Stark and even the Third Circuit could uphold confirmation just on the issue of waiver and
never reach the broader Stern questions given the principle that courts should not make
constitutional rulings when a case can be decided on another ground.
Consequently, Millennium Lab Holdings may leave the constitutional issue undecided at the
appellate level. Until the question is starkly raised and decided, parties will proceed at their peril
if they consummate plans with releases based only on the bankruptcy court’s confirmation order.
The Facts
The chapter 11 debtor, Millennium Lab Holdings II LLC, obtained a $1.825 billion senior
secured credit facility and used $1.3 billion of the proceeds before bankruptcy to pay a special
dividend to shareholders.
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Indebted to Medicare and Medicaid for $250 million that it could not pay, Millennium filed a
chapter 11 petition along with a prepackaged plan calling for the shareholders to contribute $325
million in return for releases of any claims that could be made by the lenders. The plan did not
allow the lenders to opt out of the releases.
Before confirmation, a lender holding more than $100 million of the senior secured debt filed
suit in district court in Delaware against the shareholders and company executives who would
receive releases under the plan. The suit alleged fraud and RICO violations arising from
misrepresentations inducing the lenders to enter into the credit agreement.
Over objection, Judge Silverstein confirmed the plan and approved the third-party releases.
The dissenting lender appealed.
Having consummated the plan, Millennium filed a motion to dismiss the appeal on the ground
of equitable mootness, because the plan had been consummated in the absence of a stay pending
appeal.
District Judge Stark’s Remand
Arguably for the first time, the objecting lender contended on appeal that the bankruptcy court
lacked constitutional power to enter a final order granting third-party releases. Although the
bankruptcy court had clearly found “related to” jurisdiction to impose the releases, District Judge
Stark concluded that the bankruptcy court had not been called on to decide whether it had power
under Stern to enter a final order including the releases.
To most readers, Judge Stark’s decision in March implied, without holding, that granting the
releases was beyond the bankruptcy court’s constitutional power. Among other things, Judge Stark
said that the objecting lender was entitled to an Article III adjudication because the releases were
“tantamount to resolution of those claims on the merits against” the lender.
Rather than rule on a constitutional issue that had not been developed in the lower court, Judge
Stark remanded the case for Judge Silverstein to decide whether she had final adjudicatory
authority, either as a matter of constitutional law or as a consequence of the lender’s waiver. If
there were no power to make a final order, Judge Stark said that Judge Silverstein could submit
proposed findings and conclusions or strike the releases from the confirmation order.
To read ABI’s discussion of Judge Stark’s opinion, click here.
Granting Releases Is a ‘Core’ Bankruptcy Power
Ruling after remand, Judge Silverstein didn’t keep the reader in suspense. On the second page
of her opinion, she said there is constitutional power to grant releases in a confirmation order. To
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rule otherwise, she said, would go “far beyond the holding of any court” and “dramatically change
the division of labor between the bankruptcy and district courts.”
Judge Silverstein found circuit court support for her conclusion. She cited post-Marathon
Pipeline but pre-Stern decisions from the Seventh and District of Columbia Circuits finding
constitutional power to grant third-party releases in a confirmation order.
Post-Stern, Judge Silverstein found support from two Third Circuit opinions for the proposition
that a bankruptcy court can issue a final order on a core issue that has preclusive effect on a third
party’s lawsuit: In re Lazy Days’ RV Center Inc., 724 F.3d 418 (3d Cir. 2013), and In re Linear
Electric Co., 852 F.3d 313 (3d Cir. March 20, 2017). She emphasized a statement in Lazy Days’
that Stern is “plainly inapposite” where the debtor sought relief “based on a federal bankruptcy
law provision with no common law analogue.”
More recently, Judge Silverstein cited bankruptcy court decisions from Boston and White
Plains, N.Y., finding constitutional power to grant third-party releases in confirmation orders.
Adopting even the broadest interpretation of Stern, Judge Silverstein said that confirming a
plan with releases “does not rule on the merits of the state law claims being released.” Therefore,
she said, “Stern is inapplicable as confirmation of a plan is not a state law claim of any type.”
To the contrary, Judge Silverstein said, a bankruptcy court has final adjudicatory power
because the court “is applying a federal standard” to ensure that the releases “comply with
applicable provisions of the Bankruptcy Code.”
In short, there is no contravention of Stern because the bankruptcy court is making a
determination on confirmation based entirely on federal bankruptcy law, where there is statutory
core power under 28 U.S.C. § 157(b)(2)(L). The fact that confirmation bars a creditor’s state law
claims against a third party is merely incidental.
Indeed, the incidental effect on third-party claims is the gist of the issue. Judge Silverstein
pointed out the consequences of making Stern applicable to plans with third-party releases.
If there were no final adjudicatory power in the confirmation context, Judge Silverstein said
that bankruptcy courts could no longer make Section 363 sale orders insulating buyers from
successor liability. Similarly, bankruptcy courts would lack power, she said, to order substantive
consolidation, bar annual shareholders’ meetings, recharacterize debt as equity, or subordinate
claims.
On the question of the waiver of Stern objections under Wellness International, Judge
Silverstein thoroughly analyzed the record to conclude that the objecting lender never raised the
constitutional question during or even after the confirmation process.
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Her original ruling on confirmation did not deal with final adjudicatory power because any
reference to Stern was so oblique that neither the court nor the parties understood that a
constitutional issue was afoot. Citing the Wellness International prohibition of sandbagging, Judge
Silverstein said that the lender could not lie in the weeds and raise constitutional infirmities for the
first time on appeal.
On the ground of waiver alone, Judge Silverstein found that she was entitled to enter a final
order.
The opinion is In re Millennium Lab Holdings II LLC, 15-12284, 575 B.R. 252 (Bankr. D. Del.
Oct. 3, 2017).
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Erosion of the Fundamental Principles of
Bankruptcy Law
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Circuits are split on whether inaction is
an ‘act’ that violates the automatic stay.

Tenth Circuit Direct Appeal to Decide Whether the
Automatic Stay Is Really Automatic
The Tenth Circuit has just granted a direct appeal involving a deepening split where a minority
of two circuits held that the automatic stay is not automatic.
In WD Equipment v. Cowen (In re Cowen), 849 F.3d 943 (10th Cir. Feb. 27, 2017), the Tenth
Circuit held that passively holding an asset of the estate, in the face of a demand for turnover, does
not violate the automatic stay in Section 362(a)(3) as an act to “exercise control over property of
the estate.” Cowen was important, because it means that debtors in chapters 7, 11, 12 and 13 cannot
recover their repossessed vehicles in six states without mounting a turnover action. It also means
that businesses in chapter 11 cannot immediately resume operations if property was repossessed
before filing.
In substance, the Tenth Circuit held that the automatic stay is not really automatic. Latching
onto the words “any act” in Section 362(a)(3), the appeals court held that inaction is not an act and
thus cannot violate the automatic stay.
The Tenth Circuit in Cowen sided with the D.C. Circuit. The Second, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth
and Eleventh Circuits hold the opposite, having ruled that a lender or owner must turn over
repossessed property immediately or face a contempt citation.
The case being directly appealed to the Tenth Circuit is Davis v. Tyson Prepared Foods Inc.
(In re Garcia), 17-5006, 2017 BL 235622 (Bankr. D. Kan. July 7, 2017), decided in July by
Bankruptcy Judge Robert E. Nugent of Wichita, Kan. Forced to rule contrary to two prior decisions
of his own, Judge Nugent reluctantly held that the automatic stay did not prevent a statutory
worker’s compensation lien from attaching automatically after bankruptcy to a recovery in a
lawsuit. In other words, the lien attached to after-acquired property despite the policy evident in
Section 552(a).
The chapter 13 trustee in Garcia appealed and obtained a certification of direct appeal from
the district court without opposition. On Nov. 20, the Tenth Circuit granted a direct appeal.
The trustee’s petition for direct appeal said that Cowen “deepened an existing split in the
Circuit Courts” and “has been criticized by a bankruptcy court and commentators.” The trustee
cited the American Bankruptcy Institute among those who criticized Cowen.
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The trustee in Garcia may mount a frontal assault on Cowen, but the upcoming three-judge
panel in the Tenth Circuit might attempt to narrow Cowen. To the extent that the three judges rely
on Cowen, they nonetheless will have laid the groundwork for an en banc rehearing to set aside
Cowen entirely.
Preferably, the Tenth Circuit should address Cowen en banc, because attempting to narrow
Cowen will result in increased complexity and a lack of predictability in how the Tenth Circuit
might rule under slightly different circumstances.
To read ABI’s discussion of Cowen and Garcia, click here and here.
The direct appeal is Davis v. Tyson Prepared Foods Inc. (In re Garcia), 17-611 (10th Cir.).
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Tenth Circuit joins the minority by
holding that passive retention of collateral
is no stay violation.

Circuit Split Widens on Stay Violation for Failure to
Turn Over Repossessed Collateral
The Tenth Circuit widened an existing split among the courts of appeals by ruling that
passively holding an asset of the estate, in the face of a demand for turnover, does not violate the
automatic stay in Section 362(a)(3) as an act to “exercise control over property of the estate.”
The Tenth Circuit allied itself with the District of Columbia Circuit. The Seventh, Second,
Ninth and Eighth Circuits are arrayed on the other side and hold that retention of estate property
after demand for turnover does violate the automatic stay.
Taking the minority position, the Feb. 27 opinion authored by Circuit Judge Monroe G. McKay
was based on the plain meaning of the statute, not on “policy considerations.”
Before bankruptcy, a lender repossessed the debtor’s truck. After filing a chapter 13 petition,
the debtor requested the return of the truck. The creditor refused, claiming he had sold the truck
before the bankruptcy filing.
A month later, the debtor moved to hold the creditor in contempt for willful violation of the
automatic stay. The bankruptcy court granted the motion and directed the creditor to turn the truck
over immediately, coupled with a warning that failure to do so could result in imposition of
monetary damages for willful violation of the stay under Section 362(k)(1).
When the creditor did not comply, the debtor initiated an adversary proceeding. At trial, the
creditor contended there was no stay violation because the debtor’s ownership interest was
terminated by the sale before bankruptcy.
The bankruptcy judge ruled that documents showing a sale of the truck were “likely forged.”
The judge also said that the creditor “gave perjured testimony.” Even if the testimony were correct,
the bankruptcy judge held that the debtor’s ownership had not been terminated properly under
Colorado law.
The bankruptcy judge concluded that the creditor violated Section 362(a)(3) and imposed
actual and punitive damages under Section 362(k)(1). On appeal, the district court set aside the
calculation of damages but otherwise upheld the bankruptcy court.
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The creditor came out on top in the Tenth Circuit in terms of statutory interpretation, but it
might not escape sanctions.
Judge McKay described the “majority rule” as saying that “‘the act of passively holding onto
an asset constitutes “exercising control” over it, and such action violates Section 362(a)(3),’”
quoting the Seventh Circuit in Thompson v. General Motors Acceptance Corp., 566 F.3d 699, 703
(7th Cir. 2009). He described the majority as “driven more” by “practical” and “policy
considerations” than by “faithful adherence to the text.”
Concluding that the language of the statute is “plain,” Judge McKay aligned the Tenth Circuit
with the D.C. Circuit’s U.S. v. Inslaw, 932 F.2d 1467 (D.C. Cir. 1991).
Observing that the statute bars “any act to exercise control over property,” Judge McKay said
that “act” means “to ‘take action’ or ‘do something.’” Because the stay enjoins “doing something,”
he said, “It does not cover ‘the act of passively holding onto an asset.’”
Significantly also, Judge McKay said that Section 362(a)(3) does not “impose an affirmative
obligation to turnover property.”
Judge McKay conceded that the majority’s “best argument” is for reading Section 362(a)(3) in
tandem with Section 542, which provides that someone in “control” of estate property “shall
deliver” it to the trustee. Arguably, Section 542 provides a right to return, while Section 362
imposes a sanction for failure to do so.
Judge McKay said that the majority’s “policy argument” in combining the two sections “is
simply not supported by the statute’s text or its legislative history,” in part because there is “no
textual link between Section 542 and Section 362.”
The opinion adopted “the minority rule: only affirmative acts to gain possession of, or to
exercise control over, property of the estate violate Section 362(a)(3).”
Judge McKay said that his statutory interpretation may not absolve the creditor of liability for
damages. On remand, he instructed the bankruptcy court to employ Sections 362(a)(3) and 105(a),
which give power to “‘sanction conduct abusive of the judicial process.’”
He said that the bankruptcy court’s finding that the creditor likely forged documents and gave
perjured testimony “would qualify as post-petition acts to exercise control over the debtor’s
property in violation of the automatic stay.”
The Tenth Circuit does not seem to undercut the notion that the debtor retains the right to
recover possession of repossessed property if title has not transferred. The opinion could be
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interpreted to mean that a creditor need not heed a demand for turnover but may await entry of a
turnover order.
Consequently, debtors who lose possession of their cars before filing may now be obliged in
the Tenth Circuit to initiate legal proceedings to recover possession. In other circuits, bankruptcy
has the virtue of enabling debtors to recover repossessed autos immediately because lenders know
they face contempt sanctions if they do not cooperate.
The opinion has a beneficial feature: It removes the need for courts to explain why a bank’s
“administrative freeze” does not violate the automatic stay.
The opinion includes a holding favorable to debtors. In the case at hand, the bankruptcy court
dismissed the chapter 13 petition because loss of the truck bereft the debtor of ability to generate
regular income.
Judge McKay held that jurisdiction to impose damages under Section 362(k) continues after
dismissal because a “‘court must have the power to compensate victims of violations of the
automatic stay and punish violators, even after the conclusion of the underlying bankruptcy case,’”
citing Johnson v. Smith (In re Johnson), 575 F.3d 1079, 1083 (10th Cir. 2009).
The opinion is WD Equipment v. Cowen (In re Cowen), 849 F.3d 943 (10th Cir. Feb. 27, 2017).
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To Circumvent Baker Botts, It Matters
Where You File
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Baker Botts v. ASARCO doesn’t
prohibit retention agreements allowing fees
for defense of fees, judge holds.

Retention Agreements Allowing Defense Fees Ok in
New Mexico, but Not in Delaware
A company planning a contentious reorganization should consider filing chapter 11 in
Albuquerque, N.M., because a judge there will permit retention agreements allowing
compensation for successful defense of professionals’ fee applications.
An oil field contractor with about $5.5 million in assets and liabilities filed a chapter 11 petition
and sought authority to retain counsel under an engagement agreement that included compensation
for successful defense of the attorneys’ fee applications. The U.S. Trustee and the creditors’
committee objected to the fee-defense provision, citing Baker Botts LLP v. Asarco LLC, 135 S. Ct.
2158, 192 L. Ed. 2d 208, 83 U.S.L.W. 4428 (2015), and In re Boomerang Tube Inc., 548 B.R. 69
(Bankr. D. Del. 2016).
In his Sept. 20 opinion, Bankruptcy Judge David T. Thuma analyzed whether ASARCO, which
disallowed defense fees under Section 330(a)(1), also precludes the inclusion of a fee-defense
provision in a retention agreement under Section 328(a). He concluded, “ASARCO does not hold
that a fee defense provision can never be a ‘reasonable term’ under Section 328(a).”
ASARCO involved a case where the bankruptcy court awarded debtor’s counsel $5.2 million
for successfully defending its fees. The lawyers’ retention was under Section 327, and the
allowance of fees was governed entirely by Section 330, because the attorneys had no agreement
with the debtor for payment of defense fees that might bring the case under the umbrella of Section
328.
Judge Thuma parsed ASARCO, a 6/3 decision, and found that Justice Clarence Thomas
disallowed defense fees because the “services” benefitted only the lawyers, not the estate.
Next, Judge Thuma analyzed Boomerang, where Delaware Bankruptcy Judge Mary F. Walrath
refused to approve a retention application requiring the debtor to compensate committee
professionals for successfully defending their fees. She barred the use of Section 328 as a vehicle
for paying defense costs because it, like Section 330(a), was not a “specific and explicit statute”
overriding the American Rule against fee-shifting. Section 328 permits the court to approve
retentions “on any reasonable terms and conditions of employment.”
The Boomerang committee contended that the engagement agreement fell under the so-called
contract exception to the American Rule, allowing parties by contract to agree that the losing side
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pays everyone’s lawyers. The argument was flawed, Judge Walrath said, because the debtor was
not a party to the retention agreement. Even if the contract exception applied, Judge Walrath said
she could not approve it because fee-defense costs would not entail any services for the committee,
only benefit the lawyers themselves.
Judge Thuma disagreed with Boomerang. If the terms of employment have been approved by
the court under Section 328(a), he said that the “professional’s compensation is governed by those
terms and conditions, rather than the general [reasonable compensation] language of Section
330(a)(1)(A).”
Judge Thuma noted that ASARCO did not involve a fee-defense provision in a retention
agreement approved under Section 328(a). He then analyzed whether defense costs can be a
“reasonable” term of employment.
Reasonable employment terms are not only those that benefit the client. Retention agreements,
he said, will contain many provisions that benefit the lawyers as well. Even provisions that benefit
lawyers also provide indirect benefit for the client because “the client obtains the services of
needed, able professionals,” Judge Thuma said.
Pre-ASARCO, Judge Thuma said that the experience in his district in paying successful defense
costs had “been good for the most part,” because “objections to fee applications have been limited
to bona fide disputes, and the fee defense costs have been reasonable.”
Unless ASARCO requires it, Judge Thuma said there “is no need to change the system,” which
“has worked pretty well.” He did not read ASARCO “as mandating a change, if a properly drafted
employment term is timely presented to the court and approved under Section 328(a).”
Judge Thuma ended his opinion by laying down criteria under which he would approve defense
costs. Among other things, the debtor must approve them, committee counsel must be similarly
protected, and fees will not be allowed for an unsuccessful defense.
The opinion is In re Hungry Horse LLC, 574 B.R. 740 (Bankr. D.N.M. Sept. 20, 2017).
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Where Does Tolerance for Marijuana
Emanate? Ninth Circuit, of Course.
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Debtor must violate criminal law to
justify dismissal, concurring opinion says.

Ninth Circuit BAP Backs Away from Automatic
Dismissal of ‘Marijuana’ Cases
Now that about half the states have some form of legal marijuana sales, Bankruptcy Appellate
Panel Judge Maureen A. Tighe of Woodland Hills, Calif., wrote a concurring opinion saying that
the court should not reflexively dismiss a bankruptcy just because there is marijuana on the
premises.
The debtor was a blind, 92-year-old woman living in an assisted living facility. She owned a
small shopping center where one of the tenants was a marijuana dispensary operating legally under
state law but not federal law. She filed a chapter 13 petition to halt foreclosure and sell the property.
Sua sponte, the bankruptcy judge dismissed the case because the debtor had received postpetition rent from the dispensary. The unanimous Ninth Circuit Bankruptcy Appellate Panel
reversed and remanded on Feb. 5, because the bankruptcy judge had not made adequate findings
of fact and stated legal conclusions indicating the grounds for dismissal.
Judge Tighe’s concurring opinion is noteworthy. Before dismissing, she explained that the
bankruptcy court must find that the debtor is violating the federal Controlled Substances Act. She
noted that the debtor’s plan “did not necessarily require rental income” from the dispensary.
Rather, the plan called for selling the shopping center and using the proceeds to pay creditors
in full. In the meantime, the debtor intended to reject the lease and evict the dispensary.
Judge Tighe focused on 21 U.S.C. § 856(a)(2), which prohibits someone from knowingly and
intentionally allowing property to be used for the distribution of drugs. The criminal statute also
requires a showing that the primary or principal use of the property is for the distribution of drugs.
Judge Tighe explained why the debtor had not necessarily violated criminal law.
To violate the law, she said, there must be evidence that the debtor herself knew that the tenant
operated a dispensary or that she intentionally allowed that use.
The debtor’s son was her attorney-in-fact and managed the shopping center. Judge Tighe said
the record did not show when the debtor became aware of the illegal activities. In addition, she
said, her son’s knowledge could not be imputed to the debtor.
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In sum, Judge Tighe said that “the presence of marijuana near the case should not cause
mandatory dismissal.” Her opinion suggests that a debtor might escape dismissal by refusing to
accept rent from a marijuana business after filing and move to reject a lease. A problem could arise
if the marijuana operator exercises the right under Section 365(h) to remain in possession after
rejection.
Judge Tighe was sitting on the BAP by designation.
The opinion is Olson v. Van Meter (In re Olson), 17-1168 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. Feb. 5, 2018).
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Do Chapter 13 Debtors Have Powers of a
Trustee?
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Courts split on whether Section 108(a)
extension of statutes of limitations applies
to chapter 13 debtors.

Section 108(a) Time Extension Held Not Applicable to
Chapter 13 Debtors
On an issue where bankruptcy courts are divided, Bankruptcy Judge Bruce A. Harwood ruled
that the two-year extension of the statute of limitations does not apply to an adversary proceeding
initiated by a chapter 13 debtor.
Nine months after a couple filed their chapter 13 petition, they sued a bank for allegedly
overcharging them and generally botching the servicing of their modified mortgage. The bank
responded with a motion to dismiss, contending that the debtors’ various claims under state and
federal law were barred by statutes of limitations.
In his February 7 opinion, Judge Harwood said that the complaint would be timely if the twoyear expansion of the statutes of limitations under Section 108(a) applied to the chapter 13 debtors’
claims.
If a statute of limitations would expire after filing, Section 108(a) says that “the trustee may
commence such action only before the later of (1) [the date when the statute would expire on its
own or] . . . (2) two years after the order for relief.”
The courts are split, Judge Harwood said. He cited decisions from Texas, Virginia and
Louisiana for holding that Section 108(a) only applies to a chapter 13 trustee. He cited courts from
California, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania as allowing chapter 13 debtors to benefit from the
two-year extension.
Judge Harwood concluded that “the better reasoned decisions are those that hold that Section
108(a) cannot be used by chapter 13 debtors to toll the time period for commencing an action.”
“By its very terms,” he said, Section 108(a) “applies to actions that may be commenced by ‘a
trustee,’ not to actions commenced by a ‘debtor.’”
Although the debtors otherwise might have stated some claims that would survive dismissal,
Judge Harwood was required to dismiss the adversary proceeding because “chapter 13 debtors are
not entitled to the protections of Section 108(a).”
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In similar cases where the statute of limitations is a problem, debtors should consider
persuading the chapter 13 trustee to join the suit as an additional plaintiff or stipulate that the debtor
may sue in the trustee’s name, with recoveries earmarked for the chapter 13 estate. If the trustee
declines, a chapter 13 debtor could take a page out of the chapter 11 playbook by filing a motion
for permission to sue in the trustee’s name, just like chapter 11 creditors’ committees obtain
permission to sue directors and officers when the debtor obviously will not. We do not warrant
whether any of these alternative procedures will prevail.
The opinion is Hatton v. TD Bank NA (In re Hatton), 17-1053 (Bankr. D. N.H. Feb. 7, 2018).
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Jeffrey L. Cohen is a partner with Lowenstein Sandler LLP in New York and advises unsecured
creditors, creditors’ committees and debtors. His practice centers on chapter 11 bankruptcy
reorganizations and related litigation. Mr. Cohen has served as counsel to the creditors’
committee in several of the most prominent retail and technology chapter 11 cases in the country,
notably retail matters such as Vestis (Eastern Mountain Sports, Bob’s Stores, Sports Chalet),
City Sports, Skymall, Brookstone, Blockbuster Video, Filene’s Basement, Gander Mountain,
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Trustee for Region 3. He received his undergraduate degree from the State University of New
York at Albany and his J.D. from St. John’s University School of Law..
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of Delaware and New Jersey and in New York, where he has testified and been qualified as an expert
in matters related to financial viability, valuation, general reorganization matters and financing.
Prior to joining PwC in 2009, Mr. Mandarino was a senior managing director of Traxi, LLC and
was a managing director of restructuring in a boutique investment banking firm. He is a member of
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York-Baruch College and her M.S. in journalism from Columbia University Graduate School
of Journalism.
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